BATTLESHIP INDIANA BEING PREPARED FOR MOMENTOUS CRUISE.

NATIONAL DEFENSE.

The battleship Indiana, one of the world's mightiest warships, is being prepared for the most momentous cruise of her career. This grand seafaring machine of the U.S. Navy is to assume a new role, not only for its nation but for the world. It is to become a symbol of strength and a demonstration of the resolve of the United States to maintain its position as a major naval power.

Men of the Indiana have been busily engaged in the preparation of their ship for this historic voyage. Engineers, mechanics, and officers have worked tirelessly to ensure that the vessel will be in top condition. The Indiana's crew has demonstrated their dedication and skill, preparing for the challenges that lie ahead.

No expense has been spared in the preparation of the Indiana. The ship's armament has been checked and readied for action, and supplies have been replenished to meet any contingency. The Indiana's officers have studied the routes and hazards of modern warfare, ensuring that their ship is equipped to face any challenge.

This cruise of the Indiana marks a significant moment in the history of naval warfare. Its presence will be a source of pride and inspiration for those who support the United States. The Indiana's crew looks forward to this momentous undertaking, ready to serve their country and the world.

This news story is from the CALUMET NEWS, dated January 21, 1948.